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Vian Dakhil Receives
Human Rights Award
in Washington

By | Gazi Hassan
In his first week since he took offf
fice, the new US President Donaf
ald Trump started with issuing
threats and decisions of holding
visa to seven Muslim-majority
countries. He appeared with three
plans and political discourse in
regards to the Middle East; the
first one is creating buffer zone in
Syria. Second, a positive revision
of its relations with Saudi Arabia,
and third is warning Iran of its
foreign policy in the area.
And in undercover, visa halting
to Iraq and working for blocking
political leader’s money in US
banks and delaying Al-Abbadi’s
visit to Washington, then the issue
of the expenses of Iraqi war and
their disapproval of Iran’s role in
Iraq would put the circumstances
in front of many new options.
That could be Trump’s another
new important policy in the area.
Many people described Obama’s
policy in the region as recessing.
This diplomacy gave chances to
Iran and Russia to be empowef
ered in the area, even Turkey was
about to rebel against the US becf
cause of its internal problems and
failure of achieving its agenda in
Syria. This was implications of a
declining US role, position and
values in the area.
Following Trump’s entry to the
White House, many aspects of
foreign policy will be revised. It’s
true that he calmed the situation
down during his speech addressif
ing China, but the issue is headif
ing towards more tension and
escalation in the Middles East.
The Iranians can’t keep their concf
cern hidden. Trump seems to be
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intending to put a limit to Iran’s
dominance and authority in Syria,
Iraq, Yemen, Bahrain and Lebanf
non. This does not only affect
Iran, but the militias it’s supportif
ing would be forced to step back.
The parties and political groups
who’ve built their agendas based
on Iran’s power and role will have
to reconsider their accounts. The
moderate Sunni Arabs front may
take a sigh of relief amid these
changes.
Trump doesn’t want US to be
solely in favor of the outside, but
he rather wants to use outside in
favor of US economy and policy.
Honest and truthful onset with his
tough diplomacy to always give
opportunity to softness ahead. He
attacks to equalize dominance and
compromise. He doesn’t compf
promise so as to be left without
chances of an attack.
The issue in Iraq is complicatef
ed. The Iraqi internal fronts have
been divided into the regional
powers, especially Iran as it plays
a direct and effective role on decisf
sion making and structure of Iraq.
Trump’s policy doesn’t seem to
get on well with this tendency.
Although there’s no endless static
in politics, but the situation impf
plies that Trump’s US would be
adventurous, thrilling and full of
surprises. All these changes will
base on economy, revenue and
regaining US economic power.
Amid this, Iraq will need new
identification, system and mentf
tality. Iraq can’t continue keep
hands in US pockets and let Iran
make decision for it.

The Lantos Foundatf
tion honored Yezidi
advocate Vian Dakhil
with the organizatf
tion’s top human rights
award for “her efforts
to combat terrorism,
a crusade which made
her into one of ISIS’s
‘most wanted’ women”
near the US capitol in
Washington, D.C.
"We need to build
bridges of trust betf
tween communities so
they can live beside
each other," Dakhil
said upon receiving the
award at the Rayburn
House of Representatf
tives office building on
Wednesday.
Dakhil, born in Mosf
sul, is the only Yezidi
member of the Iraqi
parliament, to where
she was re-elected for
a second term in 2014
on the Kurdistan Demof
ocratic Party ticket.
Previous recipients
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included the exiled Tibf
betan Dalai Lama and
Holocaust survivor and
writer Elie Wiesel.
Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson granted
Dakhil special permissf
sion to travel to the
United States, said Katf
trina Lantos Swett, the
foundation’s president.
The US has temporarif
ily halted processing
visas for most Iraqis
amid President Donaf
ald Trump’s executive
order, which is being
reviewed in federal
court.
“It’s unfair and unjust
to consider Iraq with
the countries that are
considered as terrorif
ists,” Dakhil said, addif
ing that thousands of
Iraqis have shed blood
to fight terrorism.
Dakhil highlighted
ISIS atrocities against
the Yezidi people, who
have been killed, kidnf

napped and displaced
from their homes in
Shingal since 2014.
“More than 3,000
women and girls are
still enslaved by ISIS,”
Dakhil said. “I’m here
to ask for your suppf
port in helping to free
them.”
After the ceremony,
Dakhil was received
by Kurdistan Regional
Government’s Represf
sentative Bayan Sami
Abdul Rahman, and
Iraq’s new ambassador
to the United States,
Fareed Yasseen, at the
KRG’s office in Washif
ington.
“I don’t know if a
single woman can stop
a genocide, but I know
that Vian Dakhil certf
tainly has tried,” Rahmf
man said at the receptf
tion.
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UK defense chief meets Kurdish PM and
President with Mosul top of agenda
Kurdish Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani discf
cussed with the UK Deff
fense Minister Michael
Fallon the ongoing Mosul
offensive, post ISIS govef
ernance and the military
cooperation between the
two sides Sunday mornif
ing, Kurdistan's Head of
the foreign relations Falah
Mustafa said.
Kurdistan's Minister of
the Interior and acting
Minister of Peshmerga
Karim Sinjari and the head
of Foreign Relations Falah
Mustafa welcomed the UK
Defense chief and Britain’s
Ambassador to Iraq Frank
Baker at Erbil International
Airport on Saturday evenf
ning.
Fallon met with PM Barzf
zani today in Erbil, and
also, his deputy Qubad Talf
labani, President Masoud
Barzani’s chief of staff
Fuad Hussein, Mustafa
and Sinjari were among senf
nior officials present at the
meeting.
He told reporters Saturdf
day evening after his arrf
rival that he will be visiting
a Peshmerga training site
on Sunday.
Following his meeting
with the prime minister
Fallon met with President
Masoud Barzani.
Fallon said that UK’s past

supply of weapons to the
Peshmerga were through
the Iraqi government, and
therefore it was indirect.
"The material that we
have supplied in the past
[to Peshmerga] has been
routed through Baghdad
— through the state of
Iraq. We aren't processing
a request at the moment,
so I can't give you a direct
answer,” Fallon said Saturdf
day, when asked whether
the UK would join countf
tries that would directly
send weapons to the Kurdif
ish Peshmerga, currently
only Germany makes such
arrangements.
Iraqi security forces and
the Kurdish Peshmerga,
with the support of the internf

national coalition launched
an offensive in October to
recapture Mosul from the
extremist group ISIS. They
have since liberated the
eastern half of city, while
ISIS still is in full control
of the western part.
Fallon was also asked
about the status of the libef
eration of Mosul and a
timeline for the defeat of
ISIS.
"We haven't given a specf
cific timeline. I wouldn't
want you to infer anytf
thing as far as the number
of months. We have seen
different dates for the libef
eration of Mosul over the
couple of years,” he said,
deferring to previous US
Secretary of State’s estimf

mate of Mosul being liberaf
ated by the end of 2017.
"But you see in Iraq these
last few months very signf
nificant progress," Fallf
lon added. "Two million
people have been liberated
under Daesh control. That's
a huge improvement. But
I'm not going to put a final
date on the liberation of
Raqqa.”
He however was more
specific about the Kurdishled operation to liberate
Raqqa, the de facto capitf
tal city of the ISIS group,
where he said he is hopif
ing the Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) will complete
the isolation stage “by the
end of Spring”.
The US-backed SDF

launched the operation last
November, and they annf
nounced the third stage of
the operation to isolate and
eventually defeat ISIS in
Raqqa this month.
The primary goal of this
phase is the complete isolf
lation of Raqqa, clearing
territory east of the city, Cihf
han Shekh Ahmed, spokespf
person of the general
command of the Wrath of
Euphrates had earlier said.
"I hope that isolation will
be completed by the spring
and then operations to libef
erate Raqqa itself can begf
gin thereafter," Fallon said.
The US-led anti-ISIS intf
ternational coalition, which
also includes the UK, provf
vide air support and militf

tary materiel in support of
the campaign.
"Raqqa is a much smaller
city than Mosul but will
clearly be defended very
vigorously by Daesh and
that means the operation
to liberate Raqqa has to be
very carefully prepared,
as the operation for Mosul
was," Fallon said, using an
Arabic name for ISIS.
"Once Raqqa is liberated
after Mosul, we will see the
beginning of the end of this
terrible caliphate."
Raqra is the capital of the
ISIS’s caliphate.
Prior to coming to Erbil,
Fallon stopped in Cyprus
where he discussed the
country's increased role in
promoting regional stabilif
ity and security with the
Cypriot defense minister.
Fallon said in 2017 the coaf
alition forces aim to strike
the "decisive blow" against
ISIS after pushing back its
fighters in 2016, adding
that two million people in
Iraq have been liberated
from the group, and that it
now controls less than 10percent of territory in Iraq.
Fallon last visited the
Kurdistan Region's capital
in September 2016, when
he discussed the ensuing
Mosul operations with
Kurdish officials.

Kurds discussed independence with senior Shia delegation
A delegation from the
Shiite National Alliance
headed by Ammar al-Hakf
kim arrived in the Kurdif
istan Region on Saturday
to meet with Kurdish
officials including Kurdif
istan Regional Governmf
ment President Massoud
Barzani.
The delegation is visitif
ing to discuss national
reconciliation and the
future of Mosul followif
ing expected capture of
the city from the Islamic
State.
The Shiite National Allf
liance launched its projef
ect, called the National
Settlement aimed at the
restructuring of Iraq after
the defeat of IS, a year
ago.
“The objective behind
this initiative is to presf
serve Iraq and strengthen
it as an independent state
and as a sovereign, unitef
ed, federal, and democf
cratic country,” a documf
ment from the Alliance
reads.
The Alliance’s project
rejects the secession of the

Kurds, something which
the Kurdistan Regional
Government’s President
and Prime Minister have
been demanding more
loudly recently.
Visiting Baghdad in
September 2016, Presidf
dent Massoud Barzani,
following a meeting with
Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi said all
issues would be resolved
through mutual undersf

standing.
The KRG has accused
the central government of
withholding the region’s
budget while Baghdad
has said the unilateral
sale of oil by the Kurdistf
tan Region parliament is
a violation of the agreemf
ment between the parties.
The disagreement betf
tween Erbil and Baghdad
has led to mass unempf
ployment and financial

turmoil in Kurdistan.
According to a statement
by the Kurdistan Region
Presidency (KRP), Hakf
kim called for resolving
the stranded issues betf
tween Erbil and Baghdf
dad “within the political
settlement initiative and
forming a joint political
and governmental commf
mittee,” to resolve the issf
sues within a new Iraq.
Hakim talked about the

coordination between the
Peshmerga forces and
the Iraqi army in the war
against terror, adding that
“the joint struggle is the
main reason bringing all
sides together and helps
resolve the disputes.”
Hamid Mueala, the
spokesperson for the Islf
lamic Supreme Council
of Iraq, headed by AlHakim, and one of the
components of the Shiite

National Alliance, told
Rudaw TV on Sunday
that the issue did not featf
ture high in the talks Satuf
urday evening in Erbil.
“It was not discussed
in great length,” Mueala
said, “It was rather one of
the topics, which states
that ‘if we did not reach
satisfactory
solutions
[with Baghdad] which
would reflect the dreams
of the people of Kurdif
istan, then the issue of
independence is one of
the options that we may
seek.’”
Hakim, who is also the
head of the National Allf
liance, is in the Region
promoting the national
reconciliation initiative,
a document that he has
worked on and discussed
it with Iraqi parties as
well as regional countf
tries for more than a year.
Developed by the Shiite
National Alliance, it is
a plan to rebuild and reuf
unite Iraq after the ISIS.
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KDP to undergo huge reshuffle of senior positions
A major reshuffle of senf
nior positions is coming
to the ruling Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP).
The decision was made in
a meeting of the highest
executive body of the partf
ty on Wednesday and will
take effect “in the coming
days.”
The party also discussed
relations between Erbil
and Baghdad, with indf
dependence topping the
Kurdish agenda, in light
of the recent visit to the
Kurdish capital by a senior
Shiite delegation headed
by Ammar al-Hakim.
The reshuffle, is expf
pected to affect more than
a dozen positions within
the party and comes at a
time when the party has
not been able to hold its
14th congress. The KDP’s
congress should take place
every four years in normal
circumstances; the last
was in December 2010 in
Erbil.
Mahmood Mohamad,
the KDP’s spokesperson,
declined to provide the afff
fected positions because
“the list is long,” he said
in a press conference follf
lowing the meeting. The
changes will take place
“in the coming days,” he
confirmed.
The party had asked sevef
eral committees to “study
and prepare” reports to
make changes in party

positions, something desf
scribed as a “normal procf
cedure” by Mohamad.
It was then presented to
the executive in Wednesdf
day’s hours-long meeting.
“It was seen as necessf
sary to make some internf
nal changes in some posf
sitions,” Mohamad said.
“Some who were seen
successful were repositf
tioned in other positions
where they can do good
work there as well. And
for some of our colleagues,
maybe it is better for them
to work elsewhere. And
thus these changes and
repositioning have been
done and will be implemf

mented in the next coming
days.”
The changes will mainly
be in Erbil and Duhok,
Mohamad added, where
the party enjoys large suppf
port from the population,
and Kirkuk where it has
performed poorly compf
pared to its rival the Patf
triotic Union of Kurdistan
(PUK).
There are no indication
as of yet that the changes
would affect senior roles
that are above the heads
of the party’s branches or
offices.
The Council of Leadersf
ship, the highest executf
tive body within the party,

may take a decision in the
future regarding other posf
sitions which are held by
elected “staff” at the partf
ty’s branches, the spokespf
person said.
Regarding Kurdistan
Region’s relations with
Baghdad, especially after
Hakim's visit to Erbil this
week, Mohamad said they
seek to “re-establish relatf
tions between Kurdistan
Region and Baghdad,”
based on new developmf
ments in Iraq.
The principle of consensf
sus, which governed relatf
tions between the different
political parties and “the
new Iraq,” is non-existent

anymore, the KDP said in
a statement published follf
lowing Wednesday’s exef
ecutive meeting.
“The meeting saw this
action as going back to the
practice of the past successf
sive [Iraqi] governments
which is not in the interef
est of the components”
read the statement. “This
is merely in the interest of
one particular party. This
needs to be revised in such
a way to serve the interests
of all the components.”
The KDP has said in
the recent years that the
federal system which formf
mulates
Erbil-Baghdad
relations has failed, and

therefore it is calling for
independence or a new
form of relations that give
Kurdistan more of a say in
running its own affairs.
The issue of independf
dence was discussed in
“clear terms” with the Shiif
ite delegation, Mohamad
said, also confirming that
two political and governmf
mental committees from
Kurdistan will visit Baghdf
dad to discuss the relations
between both sides.
“Above all independf
dence,” he noted.
He said the meeting
also discussed “plans and
plots” against Kurdistan
by “our enemies,” without
naming names or clarifyif
ing whether he was referrf
ring to domestic or externf
nal parties.
Regarding the KDP’s
relations with other Kurdif
ish parties, in light of the
political deadlock ongoif
ing since 2015, he said
the KDP will continue its
talks in the coming week,
for now with the PUK,
with whom the KDP has a
strategic agreement.
Mohamad said Kurdif
ish parties need to form a
“new organization of the
Kurdistan house,” which
takes into consideration
the new developments,
Kurdistan’s place in the
region, and as member of
the international coalition
against ISIS.

Masrour Barzani: We are forced to be Iraqis
Top Kurdish official has
criticized the travel ban
by the United State impf
posed on Iraqi passport
holders, saying that Kurds
are forced to be Iraqis and
they are now being “penf
nalized” for this undesired
situation.
In his most recent intervf
view with the BuzzFeed,
Masrour Barzani, the
Chancellor of Kurdistan
Region Security Council

(KRSC) has said that the
Kurdish Peshmerga forcef
es, one of the most effectf
tive and reliable force for
the US, is also being afff
fected by President Donaf
ald Trump’s executive ordf
der banning Iraqi passport
holders from entering the
US.
He said that Kurds,
among them the Peshmf
merga, are also concerned
with the initiative.

“We are not happy. We
are the ones that are fightif
ing ISIS,” Barzani stressed
out. “We are fighting the
same enemy on the same
front line, and I don’t
think it is right to hold a
nation to account for just a
few individuals.”
“We are forced to be
Iraqis, and then we are
penalized for being Iraqis.
So you sort that out.”

Canadian military supplies to Peshmerga to arrive soon
Canada has taken steps
to acquire weapons and
equipment that were
promised to be delivered
to the Kurdish Peshmerga
forces battling the Islamic
State in Iraq. Once the
items, which include antitank missiles, medical
supplies, and protective
equipment, among other
things, are purchased, the
delivery will follow as
soon as possible, the Canf
nadian Defense Ministry
said in a statement.
"The acquisition of the

equipment is underway,"
reads the statement.
"The intent remains
to deliver the items as
quickly as possible, in
line with suppliers’ ability
to provide the quantities
sought.”
The estimated value
of the shipment will be
$9.5 million, according
to a statement made earlf
lier this year by Daniel
Le Bouthillier, spokesman
for Canada’s National Deff
fense.
The Iraqi government appf

proved the delivery at the
end of the previous year.
There was some concern
that the Iraqi government
would refuse approval as
the weapons could potentf
tially be used to further the
cause of Kurdish independf
dence from Iraq.
The legal agreements
which are being drawn
up by Canadian authoritf
ties will need to be signed
by both Baghdad and the
Kurdish regional governmf
ment in order to proceed
with the delivery.
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Prime Minister Barzani and EU Special
Envoy discuss religious coexistence
Kurdistan Regional Govef
ernment Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani recf
ceived Mr. Ján Figel, Specf
cial Envoy for the promotf
tion of freedom of religion
or belief outside the Eurf
ropean Union, and his accf
companying delegation.
The delegation appreciaf
ated the peaceful religious
coexistence that prevails
in the Kurdistan Region,
stressing their support
and hope for its expansion
throughout Iraq. They
commended the Kurdistf
tan Region for shelterif
ing and assisting a very

large number of refugees
from Syria and internally
displaced Iraqis who fled
ISIS' atrocities.
Pointing out that peaceful
coexistence is inherent in
Kurdistan's culture; Prime
Minister Barzani stated
that the leadership has
been constantly working
for Kurdistan to become
a factor of stability. He
deemed it important that
all sides promote stability
and coexistence, inspired
by Kurdistan's experience
as a model for the larger
region in Middle East.
Prime Minister Barzani

expressed his sorrow for
the fact that ethnic and
religious cleansing campf
paigns continue to occur
in some places. He hoped
that the post-ISIS era will
be marked by an effective
comprehensive reconciliaf
ation campaign, return of
the internally displaced
people to their places of
origin, along with the intf
troduction of a culture of
peaceful coexistence, with
its responsibilities, into
education programs.

DNO steps up drilling campaign in Kurdistan Region
The Norwegian oil and
gas operator DNO ASA
announced on Thursday
that the drilling campaign
in the Kurdistan region of
Iraq has been stepped up
on the back of last year’s
profits and improved paymf
ments for exports from the
Tawke field in the region.
DNO said in a statement
the capital investments
planned for 2017 are estimf
mated to be around $100
million and further include
four new production wells
at the Tawke field. The
plans for now are for the
Norwegian company to
drill a third well in Peshkaf
abur and a production well
in the Benenan field.
The company believes
that the additional wells
in Tawke field would raise
the production above the
current levels of approximf

The drug trafficking rate
is increasing in the Kurdif
istan Region areas near
the Iranian border and the
security officials ascribe
the reason to the financial
crisis befalling the region.
Mohamed Fazil, spokespf
person for Security Directf
torate of Rapareen, a town
near the Iranian border,
said the increasing rate of
drug trafficking in those
areas is multifactorial,
however the main factors
are the high unemploymf
ment rate, financial crisis
and the proximity of the
areas to Iran.
According to Rapareen

mately 115,000 barrels per
day (bpd) depending on
the export payments from
the Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG).
The Company also relf
leased an annual reserves
report which showed an incf
crease in combined proven
and probable reserves (2P)
and contingent resources
(2C) following the new oil
discovery at the Peshkabir
field in Kurdistan. Accf
cording to the report, as
of 31st of December the
Company Working Interef
est (CWI) 2P reserves and
2C resources were estimf
mated at 529.6 MMboe,
up from 523.1 MMboe at
year-end 2015. CWI 2P
reserves were estimated at
368.3 MMboe, decreased
from 391.5 MMboe at the
end of 2015. The CWI 2C
resources were estimated

at 161.3 MMboe, up from
131.6 MMboe for 2015.
Meanwhile, at the Tawke
field, 2P reserves and 2C
resources stood at 604.0
million barrels (MMbbls)

at the end of 2016, down
from 643.2 MMbbls in
2015. The report shows
that 2P reserves stood
at 503.8 MMbbls, down
from 543.0 MMbbls in

2015.
The Norwegian DNO
company is focused on
the Middle East and North
Africa in regards to oil
and gas production. It is

Drug trafficking increasing in
Kurdish areas near Iran’s border
Security Directorate statf
tistics, 127 people were
arrested over drug offf
fenses and an amount of
more than 4 kg of differef
ent kinds of drug was also
seized in 2016.
Sharing a long border
with Iran is considered as
one of the factors behind
the increasing rate of drug
using across Suleimaniya
province of Kurdistan Regf
gion as compared to a few
years ago, drug trafficking
and consuming in Kurdistf
tan Region, especially in
Suleimaniya, has significf
cantly increased with the
authorities already warnif

involved in productions
in the Kurdistan region of
Iraq, Yemen, Oman, Tunisf
sia and Somaliland, holdif
ing stakes in both onshore
and offshore licenses.

ing the government to take
an immediate action.
Jalal Amin, head of
counter-drug office at the
Suleimaniya Directorate
of Security, previously
said that illegal drugs
have become more accessf
sible these days owing to
the long border strip that
Suleimaniya shares with
Iran.
According to a recent
statement by the Suleimf
maniya Directorate of
Security, 310 people were
detained in 2016 across
the province, charged with
drug-related offenses.
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Five Killed and Hundreds Injured
in Baghdad Protests

The Shi'ite militia known as Hashd al-Shaabf
bi, participating in Mosul offensive, is, accf
cording to local sources, looting the civilians
properties in the city.
Al-Quds al-Arabi, citing some local witnf
nesses, reported that with the Iraqi forces' advf
vance into Mosul, the militiamen from Hashd
al-Shaabi looted the civilian and public propef
erties in the districts of the city.
The militiamen have broken into houses and
looted a number of factories in the industrial
area in Mosul, the source said.
Despite looting the properties, the militia
group has also set up sectarian flags on the
Sunni religious sites.

KRG, UNICEF Researching
IS Child Soldiers
Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), in
cooperation with The United Nations Childf
dren's Fund (UNICEF) are working on a resf
search about the underage people engaged in
the Islamic State (IS) activities, said the Minif
istry of Labour and Social Affairs.
“The project is intended to indicate a correct
number of the detained children who cooperaf
ated with Daesh, and suggest solutions to addf
dress the issue,” the ministry spokesperson,
Hamza Khoshnaw, told BasNews.
The result of the research will be revealed on
26th of February.
After bringing a vast area in Syria and Iraq
under its control, IS resorted to brainwashing
children and forcing them into military and
non-military activities led by the extremist
group.

BCF Delivers Food Aid to 2,500
Families on Mount Sinjar
Barzani Charity Foundation (BCF), in collf
laboration with the Iraqi Ministry of Migratf
tion and Displacement, delivered on Thursday
food assistance to 2,500 displaced families on
Mount Sinjar.
BCF teams distributed 5,000 food parcels to
2,500 displaced families settled on Mount Sinjf
jar on Thursday.
The foundation also delivered a large amount
of medical assistance to the villages of Gohbal
and Zorava in Sinjar district.
Meanwhile, BCF stated that 139 displaced
families in Dibaga camp received household
supplies offered by the foundation in collaborf
ration with the Iraqi Ministry of Migration and
Displacement.
On Wednesday, teams from the charity foundf
dation also offered winter supplies and clothif
ing to 1,142 Yezidi families in Sinjar.
BCF stretches out to the IDPs and refugees
across the camps in the entire Kurdistan Regf
gion on a daily basis.

30,000 Displaced Iraqis
to Return to Mosul
The United Nations Office for the Coordinf
nation of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) in
Iraq has stated that approximately 30,000
displaced Iraqis who fled from the intense
fighting before ISIS was evicted from Mosul
have left displaced camps to return home.
According to the United Nations, 180,000
people had been displaced and forced to
seek refugee outside of the city, many of
whom went to displacement camps the east
of Mosul.

At least four protesters and
one policeman have been
killed in the Iraqi capital
during a rally by thousands
calling for an overhaul of the
electoral system, according
to Baghdad's governor.
Iraqi security forces fired
tear gas and rubber-coated
bullets at thousands of suppf
porters of Muqtada al-Sadr,
an influential Shia leader,
who were demonstrating
on Saturday near Baghdad's
Green Zone to press for
electoral changes.

At least 320 protesters
and seven police officers
were wounded as violence
gripped the rally.
The Associated Press news
agency, quoting hospital offf
ficials, said the officer died
of a bullet wound.
"There were seven dead as
a result of the violence. Two
of them are from the securf
rity forces and the other five
are protesters," a police colof
onel told AFP news agency
on condition of anonymity.
He put the number of peopf

ple hurt in the chaos at more
than 200.
Sadr has accused the electf
tions commission of being
corrupt and called for the
commission's members to
be changed, according to a
statement from his office.
Rising to his call to protf
test, demonstrators gathef
ered near the Green Zone
- a cluster of embassies and
government buildings - to
demand an overhaul of the
commission that supervises
elections before a provincial

vote due in September.
Riot police fired tear gas
when the crowd tried to
move towards the zone,
which also houses internatf
tional organizations and the
homes of prominent politicf
cians.
Shots rang out in central
Baghdad as security forces
used live fire and tear gas to
disperse the crowds.

Babaker Zebari: Maliki Wanted Mosul to fall
Babaker Zebari, former
chief of staff of the Iraqi
army, stated that the Iraqi
former PM Nouri al-Malf
liki wanted Mosul to fall
into the hands of the Islf
lamic State (IS) rather than
be protected by the Peshmf
merga forces.
The retired Kurdish Genef
eral in the Iraqi army said
in an interview with Gulan
newspaper that Maliki was
the reason behind the fall
of Mosul. He stated that
Kurdistan Region Presidf
dent Masoud Barzani contf
tacted Maliki and stated his
readiness to send the Peshmf
merga forces to Mosul to
protect the city, but Maliki
had said "It is better to be
taken over by IS than to be
protected by Peshmerga."
Zebari said he was inff
formed by Ali Ghedan,
then commander of Iraqi
ground forces that Maliki
wanted Mosul to fall.
According to Zebari, Malf
liki long wished for a battle
between the Iraqi army and
Peshmerga.
A huge amount of militf

tary equipment belonging
to five Iraqi army brigades
fell into the hands of the
IS organization which signf
nificantly enhanced the
group's capacity to further
seize the Iraqi territories.
He also revealed that
Sinjar fell to IS due to the
collaboration of the Arab
tribes in the villages west

of Mosul.
Regarding the presence
of Kurdistan Workers' Partf
ty (PKK) forces in Sinjar,
Zebari said their presence
is for creating unrest in the
area and providing Turkey
with justifications for intf
terventions in the Kurdistf
tan Region internal affairs.
He added that the PKK

forces were a barrier to
rescuing 4,300 Yezidis in
Kojo village.
Zebari is a former Kurdif
ish politician and retired
General in the Iraqi Army.
He was chief of staff of the
Iraqi army from 2003 to
2015.
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Sports News
Rampant Barcelona
Put Six past Alaves
Lionel Messi and Luis Suarez both scored as
Barcelona thrashed Alaves in La Liga.
Suarez turned in the opener for the visitors
from Aleix Vidal's drilled cross, before Neymf
mar tapped in the second from close range.
Barca turned on the style in the second half
with four goals in the space of nine minutes, as
Messi stroked in the third before Alexis' own
goal.
Ivan Rakitic smashed home from inside the
area and Suarez added the sixth

Aleix Vidal out for five months
Barcelona full-back Aleix Vidal will miss the
rest of the season after dislocating his right ankle
during Saturday's 6-0 La Liga win at Alaves.
The defender, 27, was carried off after he was injf
jured in an 85th-minute collision with opponent
Theo Hernandez.
Barcelona said on Saturday evening that Vidal,
signed from Sevilla in 2015, would be out of actf
tion for five months.
"Aleix, you'll be back stronger - get well soon,"
wrote team-mate Andre Gomes on Twitter.
Vidal had recently established himself as a regulf
lar in Luis Enrique's side, scoring in league victf
tories over Las Palmas and Athletic Bilbao since
the turn of the year.

Sanchez scored twice as Arsenal
Edge Past Hull

7

Medicine share KRG receives from
Baghdad is not satisfactory
The Iraqi central governmf
ment has vowed to send
Kurdistan Regional Govef
ernment (KRG) a share of
medical supplies, but it does
not satisfy the demands in
the Kurdish region, said a
government official.
“Alike the previous years,
Baghdad has pledged to
send medicines to KRG
during the year 2017, it has
also promised to include
an additional share for the
refugees and IDPs who
are overburdening KRG in
the health sector,” Khalis
Qader, a spokesperson for
KRG’s Ministry of Health,
told a local Kurdish news

agency.
“The amount has not
been specified by the Iraqi
government, but they have
ensured to deliver the shipmf

ments every month,” Qader
added.
However, the shortage of
medicines cannot be addf
dressed with the Baghdad

deliveries, and KRG needs
to buy and distribute the
necessary amount in accordf
dance to the government
instructions.

Five ISIS Members Arrested in Erbil

Erbil Security (Asayish)
Directorate announced on
Saturday that it has arrested
five people for membersf
ship with the Islamic State
(ISIS) organization.
In a statement issued by

Asayish, the directorate
said the five people had
plans to join the extremists
in Hawija district in Kirkuk
province which is still undf
der ISIS control.
Hawar Yusuf Abdul-

Karim, Halmat Omar Osmf
man Ahmed, Hani Ibrahim
Rashid Faraj, Farhang Abas
Abdul-Rahman
Rashid
and Abdulla Baqi Abdulla
Rashid have been arrested
over "terrorism" charges.

The names suggest that
the arrested people are
Kurds.
Erbil Security Directoraf
ate promises to publish the
video confessions of the arrf
rested people soon.

Yezidi Mass Grave Found Near Sinjar
Peshmerga forces are now protecting the site until a special
committee arrives to exhume the grave

Alexis Sanchez scored twice as title-chasing Arsf
senal beat relegation-threatened Hull in controvf
versial circumstances in the Premier League.
The hosts had been on top when the ball came off
forward Sanchez's hand and ended up in the net
on 34 minutes. He added a penalty in injury-time
which was awarded after Sam Clucas was sent
off for handball from Lucas Perez's header.
In between, Hector Bellerin and Sanchez both
failed to hit the target and Mesut Ozil volleyed
over the crossbar for Arsenal.
Striker Oumar Niasse had Hull's best chances his header and low strike forced Petr Cech into
sharp saves - while Adama Diomande nodded
over late on.

Federer Accepts Murray’s
Invite to Charity Event
The 35-year-old Swiss will take part in Andy
Murray Live, the world number one's charity
exhibition event at Glasgow's SSE Hydro in Novf
vember.
"He's just extremely popular," said Murray, 29.
"He's one of the best players that's ever played
the game.
"It's not just how much he's won, but the way he
plays and carries himself."
Federer accepted Murray's invitation after he
agreed to play at the Swiss star's own charity
event in April after scheduled participation at
tournaments in Dubai, Indian Wells and Miami.

Kurdish Peshmerga forces
on Tuesday discovered anof
other mass grave of Kurdif
ish Yezidis victimized by
the Islamic State (IS) militf
tants in Sinjar.
The mass grave, some
four kilometers west of the
Yezidi town in northern
Iraq, is believed to contain
at least four bodies, said

Khalil Shvani, a Peshmerga
official.
“The Peshmerga forces
are now protecting the
site until a committee of
specialists will arrive to
exhume the bodies and
proceed with the documentf
tation process,” Shvani told
BasNews.
After seizing control of

Mosul back in 2014, the IS
militants overran the predf
dominantly Yezidi town
on 3rd of August the same
year, killing almost every
men they captured, and kidnf
napped over 6,000 women
and children.
Yezidi MP Vian Dakhil
confirmed to BasNews that
2,760 Yezidi captives have

so far managed to either escf
cape the extremist group, or
were rescued by the Kurdif
ish forces.
She explained that still
3,600 Yezidi women and
girls, aged 4 to 50, are
held by IS, most of them
in Raqqa,Syria and Mosul,
Hawija, Ba'aj and Rabi'a in
Iraq.

Thousands of Yezidi Women
Still Under IS Control
So far 2,760 Yezidi women
and girls have been able to
escape the Islamic State (IS)
dominant areas and a numbf
ber of them resorted to suicf
cide under the pressure of IS
abuses and offenses, said a
Yezidi lawmaker to the Iraqi
House of Representatives.
As of August 2014 when
Sinjar and its surrounding
areas were occupied by IS,
nearly 6,900 Yezidi women
and girls were captured by
the extremists, Viyan Dakhil
told BasNews on Tuesday.
Some 2,760 were either
freed by a recently establf
lished office by the Kurdif
istan Regional Government
or they fled to Kurdistan on
their own, according to the

lawmaker.
Dakhil explained that
still 3,600 Yezidi women
and girls, aged 4 to 50, are
held by IS, most of them
in Raqqa,Syria and Mosul,
Hawija, Ba'aj and Rabi'a in
Iraq.
As she explained most of
the women are housewives
and some younger women
and girls who could not tolef
erate the slavery committed
suicide in various ways, by
stabbing or hanging themsf
selves.
Dakhil said they do not
have subtle statistics about
the number of Yezidi womef
en who have committed suicf
cide.
As for the ransom to free

the Yezidi women, Dakhil
said initially the required
money was not that much
but when IS heard the KRG
has established an office to
rescue and return the Yezidf
dis, they began raising the
ransom from 10,000 USD to
40,000 for each individual.
Yet, she explained, the
ransom varies from a persf
son to another "as there are
differences over the price
intended for each woman or
girl."
The women were sold at
IS markets as sex slaves.
The lawmaker also did not
have any information as how
much money has so far been
spent by the KRG office to
free the Yezidi people.

At the same time Dakhil
blamed the Iraqi governmf
ment for not "taking a single
stride" to free the Yezidi
women while she was happf
py that they could finalize
the Iraqi 2017 budget bill,
stipulating 2 billion IQD for
the case "though this fund is
also very little compared to
this big case."
She urged the related bodif
ies to create a special center
where the freed Yezidi womef
en can receive psychological
treatment and to run small
projects for these women so
that they learn a profession
and have a source of income
while they also overcome
their psychological pain.
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The Young Kurdish Painter Rawand Jaafar
The Young Kurdish Painter
Rawand Jaafar
Rawand Jaafar is a young
Kurdish painter born in Erbil
in 1993. He completed the Insf
stitute of Fine Arts in 2008 and
The Academy of Fine Arts in
2013. So far he has taken part
in 16 various exhibitions. He
opened his solo exhibition in
2012, and he’s now a teacher
in the Private Lawik Institute
of Art.
This time’s selection of a young
artist goes back to Rawand’s
academic and skillful work
in materializing the topics
and forms and composing the
colors in an academic form,
which has grabbed artist's and
audiences’ attention. When I
was wandering through Medya
Gallery and observing his 35
artwork in his solo exhibition,
I got the impression that they
were very attractive. This made
me understand that one artist’s
development and creativity do
not solely depend on the numbf
ber of years of experience. It’s
the quality of his works which
is important not the quantity.
If we take a detailed look at
Rawand’s works, we see many
aspects and artistic principles
worth mentioning, including
academics which is a wellbased school of painting. This
will reveal the beauty of art
and the level of the artist’s succf
cess in his work. The nature
and mountains of Kurdistan
and Kurdish culture have been
composed intelligently in his
work. He sometimes uses contf
trasting colors that has taken
audiences’ attention. Linking
academics with realist-expressf

sionism expands the form of
ideas and thoughts of the artif
ist.
Now as a young teacher, he intf
tends to improve the students’
ability to perform their work
and on the other side demonsf
strate a high value of the art.
His use and choice of color resf
semble the reality and the natf
ture, for example, the nature of
mountains of Kurdistan such
as Rawanduz, Korek, Erbil
Citadel, Hareer Plain. The natf
ture of the country has become
bases of his work. Carrying
out these in large measures has
magnified the view in the eyes

cially in the golden era, which
is the Renaissance period.
If Ranwand’s drawings were in
a museum, they would receive
much attention and preservatf
tion and would be valued in
the galleries. Rawand’s activitf
ties expresse his deep interest
and ambition in his own works.
Teaching a generation has becf
come a professional work of
art that creates a group d youth
that would be able to lay the
foundation of the academic art
of Kurdistan.
Sketching and planning for
new ideas is not always easy.
The artist many times use the

of the audience.
Rawand has put the experief
ence of design, watercolour,
oil color and academic into
his works. He’s achieved precf
cision. The young artist has
been influenced by the internatf
tional artists as he studied the
history of art and figured out
the styles and forms that the
international artists used, especf

nature and visit a certain place
to draw a detailed and accurate
design for composing them
in a 3 or 4 meters drawings,
then the colors give life to the
drawings. All these details
gathered in a place where form
and composition complete one
another.
By Ashti Garmiyani

Kurdish films astonish Iraqi and Egyptian artists
The Second International
Anti-Terrorism Cinema
Forum ended its work on
February 2nd 2017 in Erbf
bil and the winning films
were announced.
Microphone, directed
by Karimok, won the
best Kurdish film, while
Dyab which is directed
by Mazin Sherani won
the best documentary.
The film 8, directed by
Aseen Sifaj won the best
idea and scenario, in addf
dition to the best directf
tor. Jwan, directed by Ali

Jabry won the best Iraqi
film. Yasamen, directed
by Muhannad Kalsoum
won the best Syrian outsf
side. The actress Shadi
Safadi acting in Hiwa,
directed by Kinan Sharef
won the best actor prize.
The film Running away,
directed by Zulfaqar
Mutairy won the jury’s
prize.
Pshtiwan Abdullah, one
of the event’s organizers
said, regarding the Arab
and Egyptian artist’s
opinion on the Kurdif

ish films, that they were
astonished by the good
quality of the films.
The Second Internatf
tional
Ant-Terrorism
Cinema Forum was held
on February 1st 2017 in
Mega-Mall Erbil, with
28 films taking part,
all with anti-terrorism
themes. The participated
films are to be shown in
Sulaimani too.
By H.G. Hassan

